CASE STUDY

MRO center deploys FleetCycle® MRO
in just 10 weeks from contract signing to
first plane serviced.
Rapid Implementation, fast time-to-value for one of the largest MRO centers in Latin America.

Background
The client is one of the largest MRO centers in Latin America, jointly owned by two major international
carriers. Its “green” facilities can accommodate up to nine airplanes for servicing at the same time. The client
was using a “best-of-breed/wall-to-wall” ERP solution to manage execution based on a tailored template
implemented by a leading consulting firm. But despite the solution’s rich functionality and high cost, it did not
map well to the peculiarities and requirements of aircraft MRO operations. The client needed to deploy a true
MRO best-practice solution to ensure economic efficiency and customer satisfaction. Because the
competition was high and the market requires MRO suppliers to be nimbler, the client wanted the solution to
be implemented in the quickest time possible.
Challenge
Prior to the implementation, the client had to contend with the following challenges:
No visibility into emerging risks and bottlenecks in the critical path of the services.
No real-time monitoring of average response time to calls made to departments such as Quality
Assurance/Inspection.
Planned service flow was not being followed; “cherry picking” of task cards was a usual
occurrence.
Reporting of check KPIs was always late.
Highly inefficient non-routine task card evaluation process.
Inefficient, unstructured, and lengthy mechanism for substantiating customer approvals for
labor and materials.
Cumbersome task card auditing and tallying process.
Inaccurate electronic work time registration.
Difficulty in getting reimbursed for check related charges after the aircraft had departed the
facility.
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Solution
EmpowerMX was invited to implement a solution based on its proven track record in supporting the MRO
operations of the client’s largest founding partner. Normally, solution implementations such as these can take
up to a year to be completed. But with the client’s full support, the project was completed earlier than
expected and EmpowerMX’s FleetCycle MRO solution was implemented in just 10 weeks from contract
signing to first plane serviced. The client team was fully engaged throughout – from planning and preparation
to change management – which was key to the project's success.
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EmpowerMX provided on-site support throughout all the critical phases of the implementation process.
During the implementation, the team mapped the work processes, identified inefficiencies, and tailored
FleetCycle® MRO via its configuration switches to power and enforce the transition to the desired “to-be”
status. The team then reviewed and automated Service Check work plans, trained staff on the new processes
and how to use the tool, and introduced the system by rolling one line after the other.
The deployed software modules covered the management of electronic contracts, real-time invoicing,
strategic and tactical manpower planning, execution project plan critical path, hangar bay and supporting
shops task card execution, automated customer interactions, and interfaces with materials and finance.

Results
By leveraging FleetCycle® MRO solution, the customer was able to realize the following benefits:

Electronic generation, execution, and management of non-routines task cards.
Automated time stamps and electronic signatures on task cards.
Departmentalized electronic evaluation of non-routine task cards.
Electronic task card assignment to crews and technicians based on the service check project flow.
Visibility into response time to support calls (for example, call to “inspection”).
Automated remote interaction with customer rep in the pursuit of approvals.
Visibility of emerging risks ahead of time allowing for the timely implementation of the appropriate
corrective actions.
Real-time invoicing based on real-time data stream.
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Benefits

Rapid implementation
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Quick ROI
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About EmpowerMX
EmpowerMX is a world leader in providing intelligent maintenance solutions for today’s aircraft. We are a global software company that creates
innovative aviation maintenance solutions.
Out FleetCycle® software solution with its modules enables customers to significantly improve their entire maintenance operation.
Founded in 1999 and headquartered in Dallas, Texas, with offices in Europe and Far East, EmpowerMX is uniquely focused on the aircraft maintenance
industry and is managed by aviation maintenance experts.

